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Roxann B Borisch 

Subject: FW: Sw spring bear tag change 

-----Original Message-----

From: smprideyz@yahoo.com <smprideyz@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 2:29 PM 

To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Subject: Sw spring bear tag change 

Hi my name is Mitch Tough and I live in Coos county. I'm concerned with the proposal to 

change sw spring bear tags from first come first serve to draw tags. 

First of all our bear population is out of control in my opinion and most units should be over 

the counter. 

Second I don't believe going to a draw is going to give everyone a better chance at these tags. 

Anyone in the state can go to a pas early in the year and buy it. This only decreases the 

chances of my family or others from being able to hunt together. Maybe increase the tags 

available by 100% and make drawing it with O points, then I'd possibly be onboard?! 

Maybe make it so you can buy a point also? That would help those that might want to hunt 

elsewhere in the future. 

In conclusion I believe this is a bad proposal. Keep the sw spring bear tags the way they are! 

Thanks, Mitch. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: ODFW Commission 

Subject: FW: New proposals to hunting regulations. 

From: chuck byrd [mailto:csabyrd@msn.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 7:23 PM 

To: odfw.info@state.or.us 

Subject: New proposals to hunting regulations. 

Dear Sirs; I have applauded the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife for their past stand concerning weapon 

restrictions for particular species and particular seasons. I am an avid hunter and believe that hunting is a privilege and a 

freedom we have. I hunt with a recurve bow during archery elk season, and enjoy the challenge of hunting with a 

primitive weapon. I have been thankful for the restrictions put upon the more modern archery equipment. I also enjoy 

hunting deer with my .50 cal. Mountain rifle that I built in 1974. I use black powder and a patched round ball. I have not 

failed to harvest a buck with it. To allow more modern equipment during the muzzle loader seasons negates the reason 

for having such seasons. I also firmly believe that some changes need to be made for equipment restrictions during 

firearm seasons. With the more modern optics and ballistic efficiency of certain ammunition there will be more animals 

taken at long ranges. It has become too easy to kill an animal out past 1000 yards. Please keep hunting a sport and not 

about killing. 

Thank you for considering these things, 

Charles W. Byrd 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buzz Baze <brandonbaszler@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 3:13 PM 

Odfw.commission@state.or.us 

SW spring bear 

I DO NOT support making the limited otc spring bear tag a draw tag for residents. Make it a draw tag for non
resident hunters and charge more for the tags like other states do. Thanks for your time. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Johnson <____@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 2:57 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Comment on Proposed Change in Big Game Regulations 

The ODFW has proposed several changes to big game regulations, to take effect for the 2019 season. One of 
those proposed changes is for leftover controlled tags (reference line 27). I would like to voice my 
disagreement with the proposed change. 

The proposed change would limit purchase of leftover controlled tags to individuals who do not already have a 
tag for that species. The rationale for the proposed change reads, in part, "This change would increase the 
number of individual hunters that get to hunt each year." 

First, the hunts that have leftover tags are for deer and elk. The ODFW offers general, over-the-counter tags for 
both deer and elk. So approving the proposed change will in no way "increase the number of individual hunters 
that get to hunt each year," as unsuccessful applicants can readily purchase general tags already. 

Second, the tags are leftover in the first place because of low demand by applicants in the initial 
draw. However, the ODFW allows applicants five choices in the draw for each species, and the ODFW 
publishes data annually indicating which hunts have low demand and can be drawn as second choice options ( or 
third, fourth ... ). Hunters who review these data are able to draw one of these tags as a second choice, even if 
their first choice is unsuccessful. Unfortunately, what the proposed mle would do is to reward those individuals 
who fail to review the publicly available data, thereby failing to draw any tag in the initial draw, and punish 
those individuals who dutifully do review the published data. This does not seem fair, as it rewards negligence 
and punishes diligence. 

I present this alternate proposal: 

I) Leave the mles regarding the purchase ofleftover tags unchanged.

2) The ODFW flags more clearly, directly in the Big Game Hunting Regulations (in addition to more detailed
data publications), which hunts in prior years have been under-subscribed as first-choice options in the
draw. This would make it easier for applicants to identify low-demand hunts, thereby selecting them as second
or third choice options. The result should be a significant reduction in the number of leftover tags.

Regards, 
Brad Johnson 
Lake Oswego, Oregon 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Korthals <jkorthals4@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 9:53 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Hunting Regs 

Curious as to why in the world you guys would change the SW Spring Bear tag to a draw?!! If people are 
complaining about it they need to get there lazy ass off the couch and go buy the tag when it goes on sale!! If 
it's strictly about the money keep it OTC and raise the price! I'd rather pay more for a guarantee tag than worry 
about drawing it! In my opinion it's the only hunt left in Oregon OTC that is worth a damn. I know a ton of 
people who look forward to this hunt every year and if anybody says the bear population is down they are 
crazy! I can go out and see 40+ bears every spring not even trying hard. Gonna be a shame if this happens you 
guys should really be more concerned about the Wolves and Cougars destroying our elk and deer populations!! 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Bieghler <duckhunter1122@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11 :06 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

ODFW CHANGES 2019 Baker City and Bandon meetings 

I would like to comment in regards to mechanical boards and making a change to favor the use 

of them. They provide a much more ethical kill for the animal. 

Thanks, 

Adam Bieghler 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ryan Lovell <c10whee1er@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 7:20 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Changes. 

I agree with the bow regulations and the muzzle loader. But I don't not think the other 

changes should take place. The sw bear tag should stay the same as they have been. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

seth stiles <sethstites2011@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 7:13 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Mechanical broadheads 

I believe mechanical broadheads should be legal. I have had a few animals wounded because of broadheads 
plaining and have had to track them for days. When hunting I want to make the most ethical shot that I can in 
order to keep the animal from unnecessary suffering. I believe that having mechanical broadheads with 
collapsible blades will make for much more accurate shot placements, reducing the chance of an arrow going 
haywire in mid air and hitting the animal in a non lethal area. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Categories: 

smprideyz@yahoo.com 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 2:29 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Sw spring bear tag change 

Forwarded to Wildlife 

Hi my name is Mitch Tough and I live in Coos county. I'm concerned with the proposal to 

change sw spring bear tags from first come first serve to draw tags. 

First of all our bear population is out of control in my opinion and most units should be over 

the counter. 

Second I don't believe going to a draw is going to give everyone a better chance at these tags. 

Anyone in the state can go to a pos early in the year and buy it. This only decreases the 

chances of my family or others from being able to hunt together. Maybe increase the tags 

available by 100% and make drawing it with O points, then I'd possibly be on board?! 

Maybe make it so you can buy a point also? That would help those that might want to hunt 

elsewhere in the future. 

In conclusion I believe this is a bad proposal. Keep the sw spring bear tags the way they are! 

Thanks, Mitch. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ramsdalm@aol.com 
Tuesday, May 29, 2018 3:24 PM 
Odfw.commission@state.or.us 
ramsdalm@aol.com 
SW Oregon spring bear tag 

I believe that the SW Oregon spring bear tag should remain first come first serve those who don't get one because there 
too lazy to get one early is no ones fault but there on leave it alone no changes needed if they are not sure they want to 
hunt or get that tag when it comes out then others who do want that tag and buy that tag when they go up for sale should 
not be punished!! Stop screwing with tags and leave this tag as it is first come first serve!!!!! 

Thank you Mike 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

To whome ever it may concern. 

Tyson Fugate <ficienttyf@hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 3:48 PM 

Odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Propsed change to S.W. Spring Bear Hunt 

This email is in regards to proposed changes to the S.W Spring Bear tag. 

While I understand that I may be a minority in my perspective. But I believe offering a over the counter Spring 
Bear tag compliments the Spring Bear draw tags perfectly. And while my example may or may not be specific 
to my particular situation, I believe it wairnnts explanation nonetheless, This year (2018) was my first year ever 
participating in the S.W Spring Bear Hunt. The only reason I opted to purchase this tag was the simple fact that 
I was offered it upon purchasing my Sp01ispac. 

Prior to that I had absolutely no intentions of ever purchasing this tag or participating in a Spring Bear Hunt 
draw tag or otherwise. That being said due to my experience this year I plan on applying for one of the draw 
only spring black bear tags next year. Had it not been for the opportunity to purchase the S.W Spring Black 
Bear tag over the counter it's highly unlikely that I would have ever entertained the idea of participating in a 
draw only Spring Black Bear Hunt. 

That is why in my humble opinion it is imp01iant to keep the over the counter S.W Spring Bear Tag in it's 
current model. It offers a entry level hunt that is open to anyone. It allows people like myself to get a feel for the 
water if you will, without putting in for a draw only tag. 

Best wishes, 
Tyson Fugate. 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Dennehy <Michelle.N.Dennehy@state.or.us> 
Tuesday, May 29, 2018 4:21 PM 

Thomas Thornton; odfw.commission@state.or.us 
FW: big game hunting regulations YOUTH 

From: Travis Schneider [mailto:Travis.J.Schneider@state.or.us] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 4:01 PM 

To: Michelle.N.Dennehy@state.or.us 

Subject: big game hunting regulations YOUTH 

Hi Michelle this is Travis Schneider from Clackamas Hatchery. Not sure if you are the person to send this to, but I was 

reading the regulation changes for big game. One that has been on my mind for years is the minimum age to big game 

hunt. I believe at this time the kids must be 12 years of age at the time of the hunt. Most deer hunts start at the end of 

September or the first of October. We are losing out on 25% of the youth that would turn 12 years old in a particular 

calendar year. Approximately 25% of kids birthdays are in Oct.-Dec. That is A loss of revenue and kids opportunity. Youth 

may get discouraged if there friends that have a birthday earlier in the year get to hunt and just because his /hers 

birthday fall into that 25% they don't get to hunt till they are 13 years old. It should be that youth that turn 12 years of 

age in that particular calendar year may hunt big game with their own tag. Let's not push the off till they turn 13 years 

old. For one the department is losing money and for two we may be losing interest by pushing them off one more year. I 

have seen it firsthand that kids lose the interest in just that one year time period that they don't get to hunt because of 

when there birthday is in that particular year. Really what does a month or two make in a kids development and skills? 

Let's give them the opportunity as a department. It would eliminate lots of questions also as to when can my kid hunt 

and wen cant they. Is he/she old enough, he/she turns 12 in the mid le of the hunt? The list goes on but I thin you get the 

point. Thanks for the opertunity to send this to you and hope it helps. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

To whom it may concern, 

Gmail Account <4x4dgemudder@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 5:23 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Changes 

I disagree with changing SW Spring bear to a controlled hunt. I think and many others think it 

is simplified enough by allowing over the counter first come first serve until sold out tags. To 

change this to controlled hunts is a greedy ploy to get tens of thousands in application fees. 

Hunting in Oregon is getting expensive enough. I strongly advise not changing SW Spring Bear. 

As a disabled veteran I would love to hunt with a crossbow, but for some reason it's still illegal. 

I cannot pull back a compound bow and hold it due to a disability. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

To whom it may concern, 

damon.mancuso@gmail.com 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 5:24 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Tag sales Changes 

I disagree with changing SW Spring bear to a controlled hunt. I think and many others think it 

is simplified enough by allowing over the counter first come first serve until sold out tags. To 

change this to controlled hunts is a greedy ploy to get tens of thousands in application fees. 

Hunting in Oregon is getting expensive enough. I strongly advise not changing SW Spring Bear. 

As a disabled veteran I would love to hunt with a crossbow, but for some reason it's still illegal. 

I cannot pull back a compound bow and hold it due to a disability. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

Subject: FW: PROPOSED CHANGES 

From: Info <info@sunriversuperiorspas.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 1:39 PM 

To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Subject: PROPOSED CHANGES 

Good Afternoon, 

I was writing in response to the proposed changes. First of all, THAN!< YOU for taking a common sense approach to 

simplifying the regulations and "trimming the fat". I think this is a great step. A lot of the proposed changes sound like 

great improvements. 

Changes I specifically support: 

Reference Line 2: Spring Bear Point Saver 

Reference Line 4: Decoys. This has specifically stopped me from predator (cougar) hunting with my moving FoxPro. 

Reference Line 10: Proof of Sex. This has been often debated among hunters and I believe this is a simple solution. 

Reference Line 31: Electronic Devices on Bows or Arrows. Again makes sense, cameras aid in no way, but are very 

beneficial. 

I do NOT support: 

Reference Line 15: Muzzleloader: Open Ignition- I believe to qualify for a special muzzle loader season, it should remain 

primitive weapon only. 

Reference Line: 18 Mechanical Broadheads. I would like to see mechanical broadheads legalized, in suit with most other 

western states. 

Thank you for your time and work. 

Cheers, 

Jimmy Hurley 
Superior Spas Manager 
541-640-2002

SUNRIVER 
SUPERIO R SPAS 
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Roxann B Borisch 

Subject: FW: New Regs 

From: Charles Parks <parks.charlesl@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 2:04 PM 

To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Subject: New Regs 

Hi, 

I'm responding to the simplification of the Big Game regulations. I think it would help if there were actual 
hunters involved. That 
understand the problems. 
I live in Coos Bay and have met both fish and game people in the area with no experience in either. ODFW is 
hiring people straight 
from college with little or no experience in fishing or hunting, which showed when conversing with them. To 
me that is very concerning. 
I've been a sport fishennan and hunter since 1957 and have seen some very outrageous decisions made in the 
laws. 
By raising the prices for tags is causing some to poach because of cost and only the people that can afford tags 
will be hunting and fishing legally. And this is from experience. 
I;m a pioneer license holder #374538, this is probably the last season that I'll be able to afford because of the 
price of tags and being on social security. 
Raising prices on tags will not bring in more money it will stop people from hunting or fishing altogether. 

Respectfully 
Charles W Parks 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Endicott <info@thebowrack.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 10:44 AM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Mechanical Broadheads use in Oregon for Big Game 

Dear Commission Members 

Oregon has been one of the last hold out states on the non Legalization of Mechanical style 

Broadheads for use on big game. Oregon BowHunter's has in years past proposed to legalize 

them. Our membership has repeatedly asked for legalization for use on big game. Oregon's 

one of two states that deny the right to use them. In the Draft (Regulation Simplification 

Proposals) ODFW Staff is proposing no Change. 

All the Mechanical Broadheads in production today are lethal and effective on big game. One 

of the advantages to the Mechanical head is that it's impact point of the broadhead will not 

differ from the practice field points that the bowhunter practice's shooting with in the off 

season. Fix blade broadheads change the point of impact and can cause poor shot placement 

in some cases. There is the argument that Mechanical broadheads are more Lethal than fixed 

blades because of a much larger cutting diameter. 90% of all fixed blades have an 1 3/16 

cut. Most Mechanical Broadheads have 11/2 to 2 inch cutting diameter. 

Oregon Bow Hunters would ask that in less ODFW Staff can produce a scientific study by a non 

bias source, that the Mechanical head should be made legal for use on big game in the state of 

Oregon. 

Wayne Endicott V.P. Oregon Bowhunters 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hello, 

Jeremy Smock <smock1123@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 8:13 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Meeting on simplifying regs 

My name is Jeremy Smock, I will try to attend the meeting on the 8th of June but wanted to 

email as well if I a unable to miss work. I want to weigh in on one of the topics that are 

coming up. 

Muzzleloaders. Please do Not allow closed ignition muzzleloaders, and please do not allow 

pellet powders. My reasoning for this is this, muzzleloader hunting is one of the last forms of 

hunting in Oregon that has not succumbed to modern technology. In today's world it is not 

uncommon for guys to harvest game animals at over 1000 yards during rifle season and over 

100 yards during archery season. I already see guys in other states that allow these things that 

are harvesting animals with their muzzleloaders at over S00yards. Please keep things the same 

when it comes to muzzleloader hunting in Oregon, true muzzleloader hunters enjoy this sport 

how it is and do not wish it to be modernized. 

Thank You. Jeremy Smock 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brogan Weybright < brogan@patriotmortgageteam.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 4:52 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Bear Hunting in Oregon 

I don't understand why the State of Oregon has not moved to a quota system for bears in Western Oregon versus the 

current tag system. I would like to see bear season open year round in Western Oregon with units closing once quotas 

are met. It would definitely generate more revenue for the state by allowing the multiple purchase of tags and the sale 

of tags to anyone until the quota was met. The bear population in Western Oregon is far greater than you 

publish/estimate it to be and the impact on other wildlife due the exploding population of a major problem. By going to 

a quota system both hunters and the State of Oregon would benefit which is a rare occurrence. 

Sincerely, 

Brogan M. Weybright - President 

Patriot Mortgage Corp. 

640 N. 9th Street 

Cottage Grove, OR 97424 

p.541.767.0520

f.541.767.0547

ML-2517

NMLS 238239

NMLS 174564
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DearODFW, 

Clayton Lowe <c1aytonlowe64@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 3:06 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Current Big Game Proposals 

Thank you for the opportunity to voice an opinion in our states Game Regulations. 

I am writing to voice my strong opposition of the idea of limiting leftover tag purchases to people who have not 
already drawn a tag. Below you will also find my stance on other topics ODFW has proposed. 

Ihe current system of selling them on a first come first served basis fairly allows all hunters the opportunity to get in line and 
try to get a tag. For those who make it a priority they will work to be in the front of the line by getting there early. 

I do not see how cutting out the majority of hunters from these sales would give more oppmtunity to others. We have several 
over the counter general season tags that can be purchased by those who do not draw a controlled hunt, or get a leftover 
tag. Therefore, the advertised statement that it would allow more people a chance to hunt is only true in the instance of species 
that do not offer a general season, and do have leftover tags. 

I would like to point out that many hunters who do not draw, may not have taken the time to learn how the ODFW drawing 
works, or used other resources to maximize their draw odds understanding. Also, Every single leftover tag was available in the 
controlled drawing, and could have been drawn as a second, third or lower choice. If said hunter had wanted that tag to begin 
with he/she could have applied for it as a second choice. 

I feel that leftover tags currently provide a means for subsistence hunters to expand their bag limit, or in a way extend 
their season. If they are unsuccessful filling one tag, they may be able to fill the other, and therefore provide meat to 
their family, or other people in need. I personally know several hunters who enjoy giving meat to elderly and needy families, or 
other members of their own family. If a hunter is for instance able to fill both his controlled cow hunt tag, and his leftover cow 
hunt tag he then has more meat to share, or stock in his freezer for future unsuccessful years. 

I personally purchased a leftover controlled hunt archery deer tag last year, after successfully drawing a controlled rifle buck 
tag. This allowed me the opportunity to pursue bucks in the archery season, as well as in the rifle season. This is a rare thing in 
our state, and I had to pay for both tags. In the end I harvested one deer which has helped feed my family, but was extremely 
grateful for the chance to pursue with both weapons. 

Friends of mine last year who had controlled archery spike only archery tags, were able to purchase 2 leftover cow tags. after 
an unsuccessful archery season they were able to fill their leftover cow tags and their freezer. 

In the end the number of tags sold is the same, so this has no financial impact on ODFW. I would imagine this idea may have 
come from someone who slept in on July !st and didn't get a leftover tag, cause that will be the hunter voicing the most 
complaint. 

Let me point out that ODFW does a great job of sending out information to POS agents about how to administer the tag 
sales. However, they are not always followed by agents, and this does create an unfair tag dispersion. For instance, when a 
hunter gets to the front of the line they are supposed to be able to purchase one tag, then go to back of line if they want a 
second. I have seen and heard of instances where someone in line stood there and purchased multiple tags on their tum, or even 
pulled out a wad of paper and started buying tags for their buddies! If agents were to keep to the rules as ODFW intends it 
would be more fair for everyone who is trying to get a leftover tag. If you want one you should personally show up, have your 
information ready, and be courteous to other hunters in line. Perhaps agents who don't follow the rules should be reported, then 
fined out of the proceeds they receive from sales? 
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Moving on: 

I am also in OPPOSITION of the elimination of maximum party sizes. Although they may be somewhat self regulating, this is 
changing. "Point creep" in Oregon has caused hunters to get imaginative in ways of trying to draw tags, and a guy with money 
can buy points for every non-hunting member of his family every year, just so he can later bum their points in a party 
application so that HE gets another controlled tag. If this limit were removed it would cause more people to use the system to 
draw large chunks of tags out of hunts for ONE group of people. If a single Pmty leader of a large I 0-40 person group were to 
draw an antelope tag for instance, this would take most if not ALL the tags that are available either in that hunt, or certainly in 
the 25% pool. with some units having less than 6 tags, this could be quite unjust. Other species hunts could be effected just the 
same. The limits in place hold the spirit of everyone having a chance to draw. 

I am in support of the elimination of the ban on moving part decoys. 
I am in support of the allowance of closed ignition muzzle loaders and pcletized powders. Futhennore, I would be supportive of 
the use of 209 primers as well. However I strongly agree with the cmTent sight restrictions on muzzle loaders. If you want to 
hunt with a scope, use a rifle. 
I am in support of the ban on importing any central nervous system tissue into the state. 
I support the standardization of a 40# draw weight limit on COMPOUND BOWS. I do not believe this should be done with 
traditional long and re-curve bows, for they simply don't deliver the needed force. 

I would also like to say that ODFW has already done a great job of better explaining regulations through better organizing the 
regulations booklets. People who have a hard time understanding something shouldn't be confused with people who fail to try. 
(ie: people need to read the synopsis more than they discuss it). 

Thanks you for your time, I hope I haven't rambled on too much! 

Sincerely, 

Clayton Lowe 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: ODFW Commission 

Subject: FW: Proposed changes 2018 

-----Original Message-----

From: Seth Melvin [mailto:seth_melvin@hotmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 2:06 PM 

To: ODFW.comission@state.or.us 

Subject: Proposed changes 2018 

To whom it may concern ... 

I watched a video and read some proposals coming from the ODFW this year. Some of the 

proposals seem to be moving in the right direction as far as removing some equipment 

regulations. Other proposals however such as turning Oregon's SW spring bear hunt into a 

controlled hunt I do not agree with. Making hunting opportunities harder to obtain are not 

going to do anything to attract new people to the sport, and it's not going to retain people that 

currently participate in the hunt. I believe turning the SW spring bear hunt into a controlled 

hunt will bring on a sharp decline in participation. I understand that some who purchase the 

tag do not end up using it. To them it can be a wasted opportunity but that is their choice. First 

come first serve is a good system and there is no need to tamper with it. Those that want to 

participate in the hunt just need to know sells fast. 

Predator populations have exploded in Oregon over the last 25 years and yet we are trying to 

re-introduce wolves which is only adding fuel to a fire burning out of control. 

I saw several comments tonight by hunters that I sympathize with that are tired of out of 

control predator populations (mainly being cougars and bear). These hunters are asking to 

bring back hunting with hounds or enact baiting bears. Both of which I personally agree with. I 

agree that something has to be done to curb these predators. The response given to these 

hunters over and over by the ODFW is that the hound hunting ban was voted in. I can 

understand that, but the ODFW are supposed to be the stewards that manage these 

populations. The ODFW should be explaining the dire conditions that our deer and elk 

populations are facing to lawmakers and spearheading proposals for change. It would be 

awesome to see some proposals brought forth on how to reduce these predator populations 

while utilizing the hunters who are more than willing to participate through more opportunity 

and less restriction I.E. hounds, bear baiting, etc. Just because the ban on hounds was voted in 

does not mean that it can't be amended or better yet voted out. We need change on this front 

big time. Oregon hunters are more than ready and willing to support the ODFW bringing 
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reform on this issue. I'm not proposing that all predators need to be slaughtered but there 

needs to be a balance re-introduced. 

I read a statistic in OHA magazine that said hunters success rates on deer in Oregon have 

dropped 50 percent since the early 90's. You can probably cite several reasons for this but an 

explosion in the predator population is a huge one. We as hunters need to get together to 

help these deer and elk out or it's going to get worse. 

Gone seem to be the days of hunting parties tagging out with several deer on the meat pole or 

lined up on the tail gate. I've seen photos from those days and am always intrigued on the 

stories that go with them. The opportunity just does not seem to be there any more. 

I love the fact that in Nevada I can contribute to predator control (referring specifically to 

coyotes) without even needing a hunting license. Just buy the gas, bring the ammo, find the 

BLM and go play. Oregon needs more opportunity and less restriction concerning predators in 

my opinion bottom line. 

I would love to see a rebound of deer populations as well as elk. I hunted Cascade Elk general 

rifle season last year and should have saved my money. The opportunity is barely there to be 

successful. 

Hunters are conservationists. We pour millions into the sport through various different 

avenues that support the animals we hunt. At the end of the day we just want what we 

sacrifice all year long for, and that is opportunity. 

I submit this to you respectfully, as an Oregon hunter myself. If good proposals can be brought 

forth to be voted on that include Oregon hunters in the solution, I promise to do my part in 

uniting the hunters in my local community to vote for it. 

Thank you for your time. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

Subject: FW: Muzzloader regulations concerns 

From: Travis Smith <travthetrainer@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 6:10 AM 

To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Subject: Muzzloader regulations concerns 

Good morning, My name is Travis Smith I am writing you in regards to the proposal in simplifying ODFW 
regulations big game. 
I am an archery hunter and I have been so for 20 plus years. I have witnessed first hand the difference in 
regulations that have been implied over the years. One of the largest impacts is on the late Deer season for 
archery. Archery statistically is the least successful means of harvesting an animal. Combining early and late 
almost 8 weeks of hunting season in 2017 archery deer success rate was 14%. Combining early and late season 
in 2016 archery success for deer was 18%. 
Muzzleloader which is in general a shorter hunting window of 2-4 weeks the statistics for success in 2017 
where 40% success and for 2016 it was 42%. 
This is with the current regulation oflt is illegal ....... , the muzzleloader must have an open ignition. Definition: 
"Open Ignition" is an ignition system where the percussion cap, frizzen, or flit is visible and exposed to the 
weather at all times and is not capable of being closed or covered by any piece of the weapon. 
As well as It is illegal to hunt with jacketed bullets, sabots, and bullets with plastic or synthetic tips or bases. 
Only the following projectile/bullet types are allowed: a) round balls made oflead, lead alloy, or federally
approved nontoxic shot material, used with cloth, paper or felt patches; b) conical bullets made oflead, lead 
alloy, or federally approved non-toxic shot material, with a length that does not exceed twice the diameter; c) 
lead free copper conical bullets with a length that does not exceed twice the diameter. 
These regulations are intended to keep the Muzzleloader a primitive style hunt and or making it a close 
proximity weapon. I believe by changing these it will make the muzzleloader success rate increase more. Which 
will only lead to a greater animal deficit then we are already seeing in Oregon. Muzzleloader is already in the 
ABSOLUTE prime rut hunting for deer. With a success rate average around 40% by eliminating these primitive 
style regulations such as open ignite and bullet/ patch requirements this number is going to increase. Archery is 
already the least successful means of harvesting animals which it has had the late Deer season moved back from 
being in the prime of rut to now being in the tail end of the rut. By eliminating the restrictions on muzzleloader 
the Archery success will decrease even more so as there will be less mature animals to hunt. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Get Outlook for iOS 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron Prather <fishwizard40@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 6:21 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Re: 

Also i feel mandatory check in points wonld also help more than taking sex organs would help with alot of the 
bs you make us do now. Like call ins at the end of the season and it would jeep a better and more accurate kill 
count for the season. I mean if you have to chwck in sheep, bears, cougars, and antelope why not do it for deer 
and elk. Plus it would help to determine whether it was poached or not poached. 

On Wed, May 30, 2018, 6:09 PM Aaron Prather <fishwizard40@gmail.com> wrote: 
I feel odfw doesnt care for the Oregon sportsman. They only care for their money. Ever since Buckmaster has 
been in office the odfw has gone down hill. Promises that were promised have been broken, because hes a pro 
gillnetter. Our licenses keep going up and monies dont go to where they should infact nothing goes where it 
should and thats back into our wildlife and fisheries instead it goes to roads and what ever else needs it instead. 
We need Buckmaster and his goonies gone and have someone in there that isn't filling his pockets with money 
and not caring about our wildlife and fisheries. I also feel all hunting should be draws. Archery and rifle, along 
with spring loaded broadheads and crossbows should also be aloud. We are one of the few states thst this is not 
allowed and ridiculous that its not peimitted. If your worried about poachers hell you cant stop them unless 
you hire more volunteers and state police. Lets use our heads and think of the animals abd the onesnlost due to 
bad shots with guns and archery. Thisnis getting old and its time to stait following Texas, Iowa, Louisiana just 
to mention States with better laws than ours. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: ODFW Commission 

Subject: FW: Proposed rule changes for 2019 season 

-----Original Message-----

From: Robert Johlke [mailto:robertjohlke1986@gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 12:40 PM 

To: odfw.info@state.or.us 

Subject: Proposed rule changes for 2019 season 

Hello, this email is in regards to the proposed rule changes announced for the 2019 season. 

Mainly, the proposed changes to muzzleloaders. I want to say I am completely against all 

proposed changes suggested. 

I have been muzzleloader hunting for 7 years, and in that time have come to respect the type 

of hunting it's designed to be. A short range, primitive style where you are forced to test your 

abilities as a HUNTER, not a SHOOTER. 

The current regulations are not hard to understand, and they do a good job of keeping 

muzzleloader hunting a sport that carries on the traditions of the style of hunting it's designed 

to be. I feel people who complain about the regulations being hard to understand are using 

that as a cover to get the restrictions changed so that they will be allowed to use a more 

modern version of a muzzleloading rifle. 

In your news release you said "maintaining the intent of a relatively short range, primitive 

weapon". Removing the restrictions currently in place goes completely against that mission 

statement ODFW released. 

Guns with closed ignitions are completely water proof, and powder pellets eliminate the 

challenges of reloading in the heat of the moment. How primitive is a gun that will still shoot 

after the ignition has been completely submerged? 

Even though sabots are still illegal, there are a variety of full bore conicals with plastic tips or 

bases, that, when shot with modern muzzleloaders that will be legal if these proposals pass, 

are capable of killing animals at 300 yards, even with open sights. If you don't believe me I 

suggest you do some research, or watch YouTube videos of these guns in action. Since when is 

300 yards short range? 
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I believe that lifting these restrictions will give way to a increase in modern day guns being 

used, and the sport of muzzleloader hunting will be pushed aside by hunters pushing the 

boundary of how far they can shoot a deer with what is essentially a modern center-fire rifle. 

I hope the commission takes my my comment into consideration, because with the proposals 

being considered, nothing will be "short range or primitive" about muzzleloader hunting. 

Thank you, 

Robert Joh Ike 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron Mendivil <mendivilaaron@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 12:39 PM 

Odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Sw spring bear 

I am Very disappointed in the idea of making all sw spring bear units a draw tag .. You say it's 

to make it easier for everyone but you and I both know that's a lie. Nothing is easier then 

buying a tag over the counter. 

And making it about getting a spring bear point is irrelevant to people hunting those units. If 

they wanted points saving they would be put in for some of the controlled areas already. 

Sounds like to me to many people are complaining about not getting that tag in time. So stop 

waiting till spring to buy the tag and buy it when it goes on sale the end of year prior. Sports 

pack price increases every couple years already with draws doing the same. Who cares if sw 

spring tags sale out early. You say only half the people who buy em actually hunt that tag. 

Which once again you could care less. Less people to enforce in spring and all tags sell out so 

you still get the $15.50x4400 tags. What would making a controlled hunt do for us besides 

make us give more money 4400x$8 that you'd profit extra plus the 4400x$15.50 and we both 

know more then 4400 would put in Plus now we would have a chance at no spring bear tag at 

all .. As usuall acting like your doing us conservationist a favor when in fact your doing 

yourselves a favor to profit more off the people who already over pay. The over population of 

bears in the sw units makes since to have the over the counter possibility. 

And I enjoy how your odfw website answers questions like a lawyer doing everything to dance 

around the actual direct question. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron Mendivil <mendivilaaron@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 12:39 PM 

Odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Sw spring bear 

I am Very disappointed in the idea of making all sw spring bear units a draw tag .. You say it's 

to make it easier for everyone but you and I both know that's a lie. Nothing is easier then 

buying a tag over the counter. 

And making it about getting a spring bear point is irrelevant to people hunting those units. If 

they wanted points saving they would be put in for some of the controlled areas already. 

Sounds like to me to many people are complaining about not getting that tag in time. So stop 

waiting till spring to buy the tag and buy it when it goes on sale the end of year prior. Sports 

pack price increases every couple years already with draws doing the same. Who cares if sw 

spring tags sale out early. You say only half the people who buy em actually hunt that tag. 

Which once again you could care less. Less people to enforce in spring and all tags sell out so 

you still get the $15.50x4400 tags. What would making a controlled hunt do for us besides 

make us give more money 4400x$8 that you'd profit extra plus the 4400x$15.50 and we both 

know more then 4400 would put in Plus now we would have a chance at no spring bear tag at 

all.. As usuall acting like your doing us conservationist a favor when in fact your doing 

yourselves a favor to profit more off the people who already over pay. The over population of 

bears in the sw units makes since to have the over the counter possibility. 

And I enjoy how your odfw website answers questions like a lawyer doing everything to dance 

around the actual direct question. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bob Sands <bob.sands@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 12:08 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Spring bear changes 

How come we are changing this now? I think this is going to make it harder for people not 

easier? Also is there anyway I can vote againsed it? I would like to buy it over the counter not 

draw it. Thanks for your time 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobby Sands <bobbysandshunter@icloud.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 201 B 11 :53 AM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Spring bear changes 

I would like to know how making spring bear a draw tag, would simplify it As you guys state? 

Draw tags are more complicated then just going in and pick it up? I would also like to know if 

there is anything that I can do or a place to vote against it? 1100% disagree with making it a 

draw only. 

Thanks for your time ... Bobby 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Commissioners, 

Andrew Lewis <andrewl97037@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 11:10 AM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

LOP Tag Issuance Change Proposal 

I would like to have my personal LOP tag comments placed into the record for future consideration if that is 
possible. 

I've been in Oregon for 54 years. 44 of them have been spent in the field with friends and family hunting and 
fishing. I've also spent time working for numerous large eastern Oregon ranches and hunting outfitters. 

I currently own 200 ac. in south Wasco County which entitles me to two tags if available. I have owned the 
farm for 8 years. In that time, I have killed a couple deer and a couple cow elk on my property. Not hardly 
putting any pressure on the herds. 

My personal issues are fairly simple. I own the land, I grow hay on the land, and the deer and elk feed on it. I 
am freely feeding them as much as they need off and on throughout the year. Occasionally if the elk hit me 
hard I will get a damage tag issued. I think I have received 5 damage elk tags and have filled them only twice. 

As someone who has hunted all my life in Oregon, and now a land owner, I have become very frustrated with 
the way tags are being issued. I only qualify to two tags, and over the past couple of years, have not been drawn 
for any hunts, including on my own land. 

I have a ideas for changes that could be implemented fairly easily in the future. 

#I-Issue 50% of allotted LOP tags (maximum of 4) to land owners if they apply for them. These tags must be 
used by family or other individual's with rights to the land (non-family owners, hired hand living on the 
property). 
#2-Have the remaining 50% of the tag placed into the draw pool. If a land owner draws those tags, perfect. If 
not, no harm to the tag numbers. This 50% of tags when drawn could be used for anyone the land owner 
chooses ( friends/hunt clubs/leases/guides/outfitters). 
#3-In the areas with limited populations (deer or elk), only the initial 50% of tags will be issued, and only for 
family hunts (#I), no outfitters/guides/others. 

Why do I propose this form of a process? Over the years I have been very fortunate to hunt on some great 
pieces of property across the state. I've remained in contact with many of the land owners. I hear it over and 
over again how they haven't drawn any tags. I haven't for two years. My neighbor with over 5,000 acres hasn't 
drawn any in two years, a friend in Burns with over 30,000 acres did not draw any last year. 

We do not want special treatment. We'd just like to have the ability to harvest an animal or two that we are 
feeding. What incentives do I have to continue to allow the deer and elk to feed on my place if I cannot have a 
chance at harvesting one once in a while? I am allowed to haze them off. Maybe I should. 

Our system is broken. The state has raised fees and reduced opportunities. The state (via federal mies I 
assume) allow the various tribal communities to hunt off reservation prior to non-tribal members having a 
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chance. The state continues to allow top tier predators to multiply nearly unchecked. And, in certain areas 
poaching go unchecked (like around me). Each and every one of these items reduces the success rate for all of 
us in the field. This needs to change. 

Sorry for the length of the email. I do appreciate the fact that you took the time to read my suggestions. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Lewis 
Pine Grove OR (Maupin) 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Stone <jstone228@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 9:06 AM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Big Game Hunting Regulations comments 

I believe putting reasonable restrictions for maximum party size for big game hunters is appropriate! I used to 
live in Utah and it was not uncommon to see groups of 35 extended family members all hunting 
together. .. occupying an entire campground, wide spot for dispersed camping, and ( essentially) an entire 
drainage! 

I like the idea of a standardized draw weight of 40 pounds for all big game to accommodate a broad atTay of 
hunters. Having too much bow weight for a shooter reduces accuracy because they can't hold steady ... probably 
resulting in more lost/injured game and frustrated hunters. 

You've been hearing for years from traditional muzzleloader hunters (those using an exposed ignition) that in
line rifles and traditional firea1ms are different. They still are and the inline shooter has a definite 
advantage. You leveled the playing field a bit by not allowing sabots. But I would still prefer to see inline 
muzzleloaders not allowed in muzzleloader hunts. 

Although I don't hunt in Oregon, I have hunted where inlines are allowed and in areas where they are not 
allowed. Where they are not allowed (I hunted in flintlock only seasons) the quality of the hunt is much better. 

James Stone 
Boise ID 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff <sliverslinger26@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 8:37 AM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Sw spring bear changes 

I'm writing to voice my disapproval of changing the SW spring bear tags from 1st come to a 

draw myself as well as many other avid sw spring bear hunters strongly disagree with making 

this tag a draw system 

Thank you 

Carl Coleman 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

Subject: FW: Big Game Regulation Simplification 

From: Brian Martin <bmartin75S57@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 7:52 AM 

To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Subject: Big Game Regulation Simplification 

I've read thru the list of proposed regulation simplifications. I agree with most of the changes, however I am NOT in favor of the 
change to the leftover tag process. The justification for this change is simply invalid. It docs not create opportunity for more 
people. Your working under the assumption that unless a person has drawn a controlled tag, they won't hunt that year. That simply is 
not true. People do not sit thru the line for many hours under the current process thinking ''this is my only chance to hunt this year11

, 

they do it because this gives them 11an extra chance to hunt this year". Oregon still has several options for 11General Season" hunting 
tags that in many instances are better opportunities than the leftover tags that are made available. You also have to take into account, 
'
1Why is a tag leftover?" In many instances it is because the tag has a shortage of animals, or is predominantly on private lands. I have 
held 6 or so leftover tags in my lifetime, and have used the opportunity to hunt with family and friends that I wouldn't otherwise be 
hunting with. Every single hunter has an equal opportunity already to wake up at 2am to go to the nearest license dealer and sleep in 
your car to be the first person in line to get a less desirable extra leftover tag. Only the people that really want the tag will jump thru 
those hoops. The real problem with the leftover process is that the current process is such that the average person doesn't want to 
make the effort to stand in line for many hours just for the chance of getting a tag. If you really want to open up those tags for 
individuals that are not interested in waiting in line, figure out how to sell these tags online. 

-Brian Martin
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

PC 

Michelle Tate 

Wednesday, May 30, 2018 12:27 PM 

Roxann B Borisch 

FW: Comment for June Commission Meeting, Exhibit J #18 

Comment on Exhibit J #18 - pd.docx 

From: Paul Donheffner <paul4oha@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 12:10 PM 

To: Michelle Tate <michelle.l.tate@state.or.us> 

Subject: Comment for June Commission Meeting, Exhibit J #18 

Michelle: 

Attached are my comments. Please send these to the Commissioners in your supplemental mailing. Thank you. 

Paul Donheffner 
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May 30, 2018 

Michael Finley, Chairman 

Members, ODFW Commission 

Subject: Exhibit J, Big Game Regulation Simplification Proposals. #18 Mechanical Broadheads 

Dear Chair Finley and Members of the Commission: 

I am a long time hunter, with both rifles and bows. I'm a life member of the Oregon Hunters Association 

and RMEF. I'm writing for myself. I have often wondered why Oregon doesn't allow the use of 

mechanical broadheads, and find it puzzling since 48 other states allow them (Idaho and OR are the only 

exceptions). 

I am writing to request that you open this regulation up for public comment as the simplification process 

goes out for public review/comment. 

Currently, all of the "proposals" in the simplification package are just that.. .. proposals, BUT WITH ONE 

BIG EXCEPTION ..... #18 Mechanical Broadheads is a NON PROPOSAL! It is flagged for your attention but 

there is no staff recommended action. So it is the odd item in all of the proposed changes. 

I strongly believe the Commission should direct staff to put a real proposal out for public comment: 

Allow Mechanical Broadheads. Please give the public an opportunity to comment on a real proposal. 

See what they say and gather the input needed to make a decision later this year. 

I see this as a freedom to choose issue. If bow hunters want to use a mechanical, let them. lfthey don't 

want to use them, that's fine too. It's should be a matter of personal choice. We don't tell rifle hunters 

which type of bullet to use (so long as it is a minimum caliber), so let's give bowhunters the freedom to 

choose too. 

Most of the other proposed changes are generally easy to understand and support. A few need a closer 

look, which will happen during the comment period. Overall, I support your efforts at simplification, but 

the mechanical broadhead item needs attention to make it a real proposal. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

5933 Gath Rd SE 

Salem, OR 97317 



Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

ODFW Commissioners, 

Jeff Price <jprice.pdx@gmail.com> 
Thursday, May 31, 2018 10:05 AM 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Big Game Regulations_simplification: comments 
Big Game Regulations_simplification-comments.pdf 

RE: Hunting Regulation proposed changes - 2019 

All - thank you for the opportunity to comment and provide input on the hunting regulations for Oregon. Below is input 

on numerous proposals but for the sake of simplifying the regulations, I find the bigger issue is organization of the 

regulations booklet [and especially the online versions]. Trying to find pertinent info in the regs is difficult; they seem 

disjointed and not organized such that a comprehensive list of related items are found in one place. They are not 

confusing for the most part due to regulations just organization. I also do not find many of the proposed changes 

beneficial to the simplification, more an effort to make a change because there is a desire by a group to do so for their 

benefit. 

Comments below are specific to the noted items; no comments were made on areas that I would support without 

contest. A PDF copy is attached as well. 

2. Spring Bear-do NOT support: bear tags should be as easy to get as possible in order to better manage from a

predator aspect. Current regulations would not be simplified by the proposed change. If any changes are proposed,

spring bear should be OVER-THE-COUNTER tags throughout the state with regional quotas (similar to cougar).

4, Decoys -do SUPPORT WITH COMMENT: primarily this should be allowed for the cougar/bear control primarily; 

ideally, the proposal would be limited to cougar and bear but would NOT include ungulate species of big game. 

5. Aircraft - do fully SUPPORT: all aspects as proposed are needed.

11. CWD States - do SUPPORT WITH COMMENT: if the concern remains so high for CWD, baiting for big game

undulates needs to be addressed as the next highest cause for spread. I realize this was reviewed last year and not

passed but short of winter feeding programs to prevent damage/loss or for scientific purposes, the use of bait for

attracting big game for cameras, scouting, hunting, viewing or other similar activities should be addressed. This could

also benefit minimizing spread of HLS as well. A better, more comprehensive education program could assist here - it is

amazing how many residents know nothing about CWS impacts to areas outside of Oregon.

15. Muzzleloader Open Ignition - do NOT support: keep these weapons primitive as currently regulated. Other ignition

types are allowed during the center/ire season if desired which is sufficient.

16. Muzzleloader Projectiles -do NOT support: keep these weapons primitive as currently regulated. Projectile types

increase effective range and are allowed during the center/ire season if desired which is sufficient.

17. Muzzleloader Propellants - do SUPPORT: as noted int eh proposal this action has minimal impact on limitation; this

change could actually improve the effectiveness and consistency of muzzleloading rifle accuracy and therefore improve

effectiveness within the limited primitive weapon range.

18. Mechanical Broadheads: regulation should remain as written currently; do NOT support.

19. Archery Rearward device - do NOT support: this regulation came about because the device was invented and sold;

due to its illegality, it went away. If no longer illegal it would come back? Process begins again.
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20. Minimum Draw Weights - do NOT support: at a minimum revise for sheep and goat perhaps but elk should remain;

a greater barrier to youth or small-framed hunters is a poorly executed shot and an animal [resource] not dying or not

being recovered. This is especially true of elk - let them start on smaller game and build proficiency to elk etc.

28. NR Tag Cap - do NOT support WITH COMMENT: the limited few pronghorn tags are a highly desired hunt in Oregon

[I personally applied for well over 20 years before getting an opportunity as a resident] and should remain preferential

to residents; black bears could be increased to a higher NR percentage as a predator style hunt. I can appreciate income

dollars from NR fees but the monies from the 2% increase will not be worth it in my estimation.

30. Infrared/night vision - do SUPPORT WITH COMMENT: fully agree as written EXCEPT provision should be added to

clearly address whether infrared is allowed in tracking/recovery of wounded game. This is a difficult item to enforce but

potentially beneficial to recovery.

Thank you again for the opportunity, I appreciate the efforts of the staff at ODFW and especially the field biologists. I 

have always found them courteous and helpful and willing to share their knowledge. I continue to hope that we can use 

and see benefit from scientific management methods over emotional or 'pet' agendas. 

Regards, 

Jeff P 

Portland, Oregon 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Dennehy <Michelle.N.Dennehy@state.or.us> 

Thursday, May 31, 2018 9:22 AM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

FW: SW Oregon Spring bear tag 

From: Leonard Bathke [mailto:lrbathke@hotmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2018 12:22 AM 

To: Michelle.N.Dennehy@state.or.us 

Subject: SW Oregon Spring bear tag 

I would like to see the SW Oregon Spring bear tag remain first come fist served. Do not put it on a draw it is 

working fine as is. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dwayne Prose <sherijo5@aol.com> 

Thursday, May 31, 2018 8:24 AM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Poposed changes 

I believe removing party sizes is a mistake, but won't affect many groups. I strongly disagree with taking away the leftover 
tags from people who already drew a tag. The people who did not put in are not really interested or would have drawn 
also. This has been a great way for me to hunt a totally new area and would be a big loss. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ODFW, 

Dan Robben <danno-75@hotmail.com> 

Thursday, May 31, 2018 9:05 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Reg Changes 

I agree with the new big game changes proposed with the exception of the muzzleloader rule. 

I believe the open ignition rule should stay. This is to be a primitive short range hunt. Modern 

muzzleloaders with closed ignition are pushing the 200yard effective range. I believe this new 

rule will ruin the true spirit of these traditional hunts. 

Sincerely, Dan Robben 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Bill Bayles <billbayles17@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, May 31, 2018 4:36 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

The bear population is at a all time high with human lives being at stake bear baiting 

should be opened along with running with dogs in the state of Oregon 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Bill Bayles <billbay1es17@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, May 31, 2018 4:33 PM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Crossbows under the disability act of 1969 anyone with a disability has the same right 

to hunt as someone with out a disability so there fore not allowing a person to hunt 

archery with a crossbow a violation of this act 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

To whom it may concern: 

Jon Syverson <jsyverson@feradyne.com> 
Friday, June 1, 2018 8:39 AM 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Expandable Broadheads 

My Name is Jon Syverson. I am the Chief Commercial Officer of Fera Dyne Outdoors. I oversee the sales, marketing, and 
new product development of the company (amongst other duties). My company owns several brands in the archery 
space. Archery is our passion, and it has been my career for 20+ years. Throughout my 20+ years I have learned a lot 

about not only archery as a whole, but all the types of equipment that archers can use to take game animals effectively. 
One of the things I specialize in personally is the ideation and creation of broad heads. We own 5 different broad head 
brands in the archery industry. Myself and 3 other guys started a company in 2006 called "Rage Broadheads". And in the 
12 years we have been in business, we have dominated the broadhead category in archery sales. We did this for several 
reasons, but more than any, is the lethality of our broadheads. 

We have overcome lots of obstacles on our journey. When we first started the company, mechanical broadheads were 
less than 30% of broadhead sales as a whole in the industry. This was based on fairly archaic technology, and poor 
performance of the old design "jack knife" style mechanical broad heads of the early years of broad head design. Which, 
are the same designs that the rules of states that don't allow mechanical broadheads still base their rules upon. When 
Rage first came on the market, we wanted to prove that we were different in how our broadheads operated and 
worked, compared to the designs that hunters had known as "mechanicals". And very quickly, people caught on to the 
efficacy of our design. And in the years since then, mechanical broad heads now make up roughly 70% of the broad heads 
sales in the industry vs 30% fixed ... Over the years, hunters from all over the world have proven the efficacy of our 

design on every type of animal you can imagine. I myself have harvested several animals that no one would ever think 

could be harvested with a bow, let alone a mechanical broadhead, quickly and efficiently. And my partners and I went all 
over the world in the first few years we were in business to prove this. From all of the buffalo species in the world, to 
African plains game (including giraffe and cape buffalo), all Australian animals, South American animals, bears, all North 
American game animals. You name it, someone I know has shot it with a Rage (and impressed not only themselves, but 
the guide or people they were with). I am by no means bragging, but simply trying to make a point. And since then, 
hunters from all over the world have harvested everything you can imagine with Rage. And it is now the number one 
broadhead cited used in the Pope and Young record books as well. 

One of the main appeals of a mechanical broad head are its flight characteristics. A mechanical broad head (the ones we 

make in my brands) are going to fly just like the field points that you practice with every day when shooting on the 
range. This is a very good thing. It gives that archer the confidence, and gives him or her the best chance they can get to 
most ethically and accurately hit the animal they are after, and place a good quick ethical kill on the animal. Fixed blade 
broad heads take practice, tuning, and a lot more work to get them to fly like your field points. Most archers that shoot 
fixed blade broadheads, should always be shooting their broadheads to make sure they are flying well, but most don't. 
This most times lends itself to poor/misplaced shots, and more wounded game. We also own several archery target 

companies. We developed a target in the late 90's designed for archers to shoot and practice with fixed blade heads. It 
was and is the number one selling target of all time. However, as the industry has evolved to mechanical heads, we have 

seen a decline in the sale of that target, and a transition to our bag style targets. We own several fixed blade broadhead 
companies as well. One of which is the number one selling fixed blade broad head company in the world. And I have lots 
of experience with archers not taking the time to shoot their fixed blade heads and knowing how they are flying in 
comparison to their field points. Equipment has evolved so much in the past 10 years, but one thing still rings true, that 
fixed blade broadheads still take more practice and skill to get them to fly like field points. 
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In the case of Rage broadheads, they work differently than most mechanical broadheads of early design. Rage uses what 

is called Slip Cam'". Slip Cam allows the blades to be tight at rest, and slide back upon impact and deploy. It is called a 

rearward deploying mechanical broadhead. The way the broadhead is designed, it HAS to open when it hits. And also, 

the exposed portion of the blade is the sharpened portion, which allows the broad head to cut as soon as it hits. The 

original mechanical broadhead designs use what I call "jack knife" style deployment. This is where the un sharpened 

portion of the blade is nestled into the body of the broad head, and a "shoulder" on the front of the broad head blade 

"catches" and makes the broadhead blades deploy as it enters the substrate. This type of broadhead generally gives a 

small entry wound as the blades don't really open up until they are in the animal. And as they deploy, they have to travel 

much further from front to back to expose the cutting surface. Therefore, taking a lot more kinetic energy away from the 

arrow and reducing overall penetration. THIS type of broadhead is what the rules about mechanical broadheads had 

been based upon. A LOT has changed since those days, not only with the "jack knife" style broadheads, but with all 

mechanical broadheads, including Rage. 

Rage broad heads are generally like shooting a large fixed blade broad head that flies like a field point. Fixed blade 

broad heads are going to be on average 1 3/16" cutting diameter. Most mechanical broadheads are going to be 1 ½" -

2+". Rage heads give you several advantages. One of which is a huge entrance wound. When the broad head hits, it 

deploys very quickly, and gives a huge entrance wound. This is a very good thing, especially if the archer does not 

completely pass through the animal. Therefore allowing blood to leave the animal much more efficiently, and allowing 

for a better chance at finding your animal. Also, when the blades deploy in this fashion, it does not rob the arrow of 

kinetic energy like the original mechanical broadheads referenced earlier. This allows the arrow to have all of its energy 

to continue to drive the large cutting diameter blades through the substrate. The other advantage you get with this type 

of broad head is the size of the cut. As I said, most fixed blades are 1 3/16" cut. If, by chance, your shot isn't exactly 

where it's supposed to be, a large cutting diameter mechanical head of say 2" is going to give you a lot better chance at 

hitting something vital, and therefore more ethically harvesting your animal and killing it quicker. This is a huge 

advantage, and is a much more ethical design in and of itself. 

Now, as I said earlier, the jack knife style mechanical heads have evolved as well over the years. We manufacture many 

styles of mechanical heads. And the designs perform very well. We have YEARS of data on penetration tests, slow 

motion video, abuse tests, etc. to back up the information I have talked about in this email on all types of broadheads, 

fixed, rearward deploying, and jack knife style. I would wager that no one has tested more broadheads that we have. 

And I would challenge anyone to prove otherwise as to the efficacy of mechanical broadheads. There are many styles 

and types of heads we make. Heads that women, kids, people that aren't shooting as much kinetic energy, or that want 

to harvest huge game. And we have tests, and real life data and experiences to prove it all. Mechanical broadheads have 

"changed the game". And Most every state in the country but 2 have allowed them for legal use on big game. Oregon is 

one of them. All of the mechanical broad heads we manufacture are extremely lethal, and extremely effective (as are 

the fixed blades). I feel the state should allow the archer to choose which broadhead he or she wishes to use, to most 

ethically harvest the game animal they pursue. At the end of the day, putting the animal down as quickly and ethically as 

possible is what ALL archers should strive for. The animals that we all love and pursue, deserve that respect. And 

allowing the use of mechanical heads, gives the archer that much more of an advantage to do so ... Based on the 

information I have shared in this email, I would please ask the powers that be to legalize mechanical broadheads for use 

in your state. Thus allowing hunters more choices for broadheads, while ensuring a quick and ethical harvest of game. 

Thank You, 

Jon Syverson 

Chief Commercial Officer 

FeraDyne Outdoors, LLC 

101 Main St., Superior, WI 54880 
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EVOLUTION OF ARCHERY EQUIPMENT 

1970’s 1980’s 1990’s 2000’s 

Over the course of the last several decades, archery equipment has evolved drastically. From 
the development of the compound bow to the refinement of the bow and accessories (arrows, 
rests, sights, release aids, and broadheads). The equipment used today far surpasses the 
equipment of earlier years in accuracy, energy produced, forgiveness, and speed allowing 
archers to be much more proficient, accurate, and lethal. 



FIXED BLADE 
Chisel Tip 

• Blades rest in fixed
position

• Cutting diameter
averages 1” to 1 3/16”

• Generally have
replaceable blades

• Legal in all US states
• Tuning involved to

achieve field-tip like
flight

FIXED BLADE 
Leading Edge Tip 

• Blades rest in fixed
position

• Cutting diameter
averages 1” to 1 3/16”

• Blades can be replaced
or resharpened

• Legal in all US states
• Tuning involved to

achieve field-tip like
flight

• Traditional style
broadhead

MECHANICAL 
Slip Cam 

• Blades deploy upon
impact

• Large entry wounds
• Cutting diameter

averages 1.5” to 2.3”
• Generally have

replaceable blades
• Legal in 48 states
• Field-tip accuracy

MECHANICAL 
Hybrid 

• Combination of fixed
and mechanical blades

• Mechanical blades
deploy upon impact

• Cutting diameter
averages 1” to 1 5/8”

• Generally have
replaceable blades

• Legal in 48 states
• Minor tuning involved

to achieve field-tip like
flight

MECHANICAL 
“Jack Knife” Style 

• Blades begin
deployment upon
impact

• Smaller entry wounds
• Blades fully deploy

while penetrating
• Cutting diameter

averages 1.5” to 2”
• Generally have

replaceable blades
• Legal in 48 states
• Field-tip accuracy

BROADHEAD DESIGNS 



BROADHEAD CUTTING DIAMETER TESTING RESULTS 



SLIP CAM MECHANICAL BROADHEAD 
ENTRANCE WOUNDS  



BROADHEAD PENETRATION TESTING RESULTS 



VARIOUS LARGE GAME ANIMALS  
KILLED WITH MECHANICAL BROADHEADS 



Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Craig <craig1945@centurylink.net> 
Sunday, June 3, 2018 6:46 AM 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Curt Melcher 
Comments on Phase 2 Big Game Hunting Proposals 

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commissioners and Director Melcher, 

I saw the agenda posted for your upcoming June 7- 8, 2018 meeting in Baker City, including the staff 
presentation on Phase 2 of simplification of your Big Game Hunting Regulations. Since I recently attended a 
presentation by ODFW staff on the simplification project made to the Sports Group Leaders and in order to 
avoid the time and expense associated with a trip to Baker City, I will make my comments through this 

message rather than attending your meeting. 

I have no particular comments to make regarding many of the Phase 2 proposals being presented by ODFW 
staff and will only address those proposals where I have comments/ suggestions for your consideration. When 
commenting on a specific staff proposal, I will refer to the reference number used in the attachment included 
in your agenda materials. 

Reference Line 9: While I support the proposed simplification of the current restriction against use of a 
centerfire rifle during deer and elk seasons unless a hunter has a used or unused deer or elk tag valid for that 
season as far as it goes, it fails to deal with what I believe is important concern about the existing regulation. I 
presume that the restriction is in place In large part to address ODFW concerns about in-season poaching, 

especially in a form commonly known as "party hunting". Unfortunately, both the current and proposed 
regulations fail to recognize that hunters who have filled their deer or elk tag while other hunters in their party 
haven't are the very individuals most likely to "party hunt" yet they are allowed to continue to hunt using a 
centerfire rifle while those hunters who attend a hunting camp but don't have a deer or elk tag aren't allowed 
to use a centerfire rifle to hunt bear, cougar or other predators, such as coyotes. I find it interesting that 
ODFW staff is proposing to eliminate theTestriction against use of a muzzleloader without a valid tag even 
though a muzzleloader is a legal firearm for deer and elk hunting. I fully understand that the number of 
hunters using muzzleloaders during a rifle deer or elk season is likely quite small, but it seems strange that 
ODFW staff would open up any potential for "party hunting" while continuing to restrict use of centerfire rifles 
that aren't even legal for use in hunting deer and elk for hunting of predators by hunters who don't have a 
valid deer or elk tag for that season. This especially impacts hunters who use a bow and arrow for their deer 
and elk hunting, but who also attend a hunting camp with family and friends during rifle seasons. There is far 
less potential for such hunters using a centerfire rifle that isn't a legal hunting weapon for deer or elk to "party 
hunt" than exists with hunters who can continue to hunt using their big game centerfire rifle after filing their 
tag(s). The restriction against using centerfire rifle not legal for hunting deer or elk to hunt predators without a 

valid deer or elk tag should be eliminated as part of the simplification of regulations and hunters who have 

filled their tag(s} should only be allowed to continue hunting with such a firearm rather than their big game 
rifle. 

Reference Line 17: I think you may want to consider that limitations on effective range are not the only factor 

that makes open ignition muzzleloaders "primitive weapons". At least half the challenge of using an open 
ignition muzzleloader is getting it to fire in western Oregon's often rainy weather. I don't have any experience 
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with the relatively new In-line muzzleloaders, but my impression is that one of the reasons for their popularity 
in spite of their nontraditional appearance is their consistency of ignition. Based on my experience with 
muzzle loaders of several years ago, I can say I would have had considerably more success if my gun had fired 
consistently in wet weather. 

Reference Line 22: I support the proposal to adopt a standard minimum archery draw weight of 40 pounds. I 
think the current 50 pound minimum draw weight for hunting elk, sheep and goats is discriminatory against 
some women, youth and even older adult male hunters. Regardless of a bow's draw weight, the biggest factor 
in being an ethical bowhunter is a willingness to shoot only within the limits of your equipment and skill level. 
A bow with a 40 pound draw weight in the hands of an expert shooter will likely result in less wounding loss 
than a heavier bow in the hands of a mediocre shooter. 

Reference line 25: While I don't object to this proposal per se, the proposal to address LOP bag limits for 
some limited elk hunts brought a pang of disappointment that ODFW didn't include dealing consistently with 
LOP tags for special limited-opportunity Mule Deer hunts, including the late Metolius archery buck hunt 
(#139R1), the Interstate youth hunt (#175T) and the Klamath Falls muzzleloader hunt (#132M). I quickly 
scanned the 2017 preference point summary report and there are few, if any, Mule Deer controlled hunts 
requiring more points for a tag than the late Metolius archery hunt- not even centerfire rifle hunts that draw 
applicants from a much larger base of hunters. Every special limited-opportunity hunt for centerfire rifles has a 
limit on LOP tags as do four (4) other limited-opportunity archery hunts far less popular than the late Metolius 
hunt while that hunt-one (1) of the most popular limited-opportunity hunts In the state-has no limit on LOP 
tags. While I don't care if ODFW addresses the LOP bag limit for elk on a hunt-by-hunt basis based on a limited 
demand for LOP tags, I don't understand why ODFW piddles around with a relatively obscure LOP issue while 
ignoring a major LOP inequity except, of course, that the current proposal could benefit landowners while the 
benefit of dealing with a real LOP issue would accrue to public hunters. 

Reference Line 28: I would be cautious with the proposal to open the Wallowa Lake Refuge area to big game 
hunting. While there are obviously many unincorporated communities around Oregon with relatively dense 
development, few, if any, of those communities have the heavy transient recreation/ tourist population of the 
Wallowa Lake area. When, not if, someone trespasses to shoot a landowner's "pet" buck or shoots one from a 
road, there may well be a statewide or even nationwide outcry rather than the localized concern that would 
more likely occur if a similar situation occurred in most other unincorporated communities. Even a perfectly 
legal kill done in what is now the Wallowa Lake Refuge area could very well incite a lot of negative response 
from out-of-the-area individuals. Unfortunately, when it happens, it will be hunters, not ODFW who will get 
the big black eye and we don't need more of that! If ODFW is legitimately concerned that the current refuge 
designation doesn't allow dealing with nuisance bears or other such problems, clear up those designation 
restrictions, but don't eliminate the refuge status with regard to deer hunting! 

Other Concepts: I was disappointed to see that ODFW has not dealt with several concerns of fairly long 
standing in Phases 1 and 2 of the simplification project. I understand from ODFW staff that some of these 
issues may be addressed in Phase 3 of the proj�ct although the reasons, if any, for further delay are not clear. 

If ODFW is serious about simplifying the regulations and making them more consistent, it is (well beyond) time 
to finally eliminate the limitation on archery deer hunting in the Ochoco unit unless the hunter has an Ochoco 
archery elk tag (unused or used). That requirement no longer exists for any other hunt in Oregon and the 
current situation cries for consistency. This outdated approach to limiting archery deer hunting in the Ochoco 
unit dates from 2006 and its continuation by ODFW flies in the face of a recommendation from the 2013-14 
Archery Review Public Advisory Committee (ARPAC) process. There Is no reason to continue restricting archery 
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deer hunting in the Ochoco unit to only those individuals who choose to apply for and draw a controlled 
archery elk tag in the unit. There can be no science-based justification for continuing a system which limits 
archery deer hunting opportunity to some portion (likely, 400-500) of the 600-700 bowhunters who draw a 
controlled elk tag when ODFW is still allowing some 2,500 rifle deer tags in the unit each year without 
requiring a controlled elk tag for the unit. The 2013-14 ARPAC recommendation to eliminate the requirement 
to have a controlled elk tag for the Ochoco unit in order to archery hunt for deer in the unit should be 
implemented as it was for all other units with the old requirement. 

The number of Landowner Preference (LOP) tags offered for the late Metolius archery buck hunt (Hunt 139-
Rl) should be limited to 5 tags or 10 percent of public tags as ODFW has done with a majority of other special 
opportunity hunts. This hunt is the premier archery deer hunt currently offered in Oregon with over 2,000 
bowhunters applying for only 20 +/- public tags each year. Four (4) other special archery hunts (#156R2, 
#165R, #168R2 and #170R3) already have LOP tag limits established even though they total fewer than 1/3 as 
many applicants combined as apply for the late Metolius hunt. Allowing LOP tags to exceed public controlled 
hunt tags for the late Metolius hunt by as much as 50 percent or more is entirely inappropriate! Public tags 
have been decreased by 84 percent since the hunt was initiated in 1995 while LOP tags have not been 
decreased at all. Allowing each and every LOP landowner two (2) or more tags every year while the vast 
majority of public hunters have to apply for 20 years or more for a single tag is completely inequitable and 
needs to be addressed by ODFWI! 

ODFW has delayed the start of the late general archery deer season ln some northwest Oregon units by a full 
two (2) weeks following the end of the general firearms season and reduced the season from 35 days to its 
current 23 days since the hunt was established in 1969. In about 2002, the start of the late western-Oregon 
archery season in some northwest units was delayed for a week following conclusion of the general firearms 
season in order to accommodate a then new muzzleloader hunt. In 2003, both seasons were delayed by five 
(5) days (making it now the two (2) weeks of total delay for the late archery season) apparently to allow
Blacktail deer a respite following the rifle deer season. The predominate argument for the initial delay of the
late western-Oregon archery season offered by ODFW was that it wasn't safe for firearms (muzzleloader)
hunters and bowhunters to be in the field simultaneously (even though the end of the muzzleloader season
was allowed to overlap the start of the late archery season from the beginning). In recent years, ODFW has
established literally dozens of firearms hunts of all varieties that overlap archery seasons obviously putting to
lie the supposed safety concern from 2002 that firearms and archery seasons should not occur simultaneously.
ODFW should restore the start of the late archery season in all western-Cascade units currently open for a late
archery season to the second Saturday of November.

Lack of Transparency Concerns: I am concerned about the lack of transparency and public involvement in 
formulating the actions of Phase 1 and the proposals that are going forward in Phase 2 of ODFW's regulatory 
revision/ simplification process. The additional concepts I mentioned above should have been on ODFW's 
"radar screen" for years, but they apparently won't get considered for yet another year because ODFW staff 
folks working on the project apparently didn't bring them forward. And, now that ODFW has a list of written 
proposals for Phase 2, the opportunity to consider additional Phase 2 concepts is virtually closed. Asking for 
public comments on a "fixed" ODFW list of in-house proposals is simply not an effective way to get at the 
regulatory issues and concerns of Oregon's hunters. 

I hope we don't get to the end of Phase 3 of the regulation simplification project with ODFW failing to address 
important issues of public hunter concern that have existed for years. I think the best way to avoid that is to 
have some public involvement opportunity early on in the Phase 3 process before the "final" list of proposals 
to go forward to you is decided and presented. I imagine that ODFW is putting a lot of staff time and effort 
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ihto the revision/ simplification project and it would be a shame to have it get to conclusion next year leaving 

many of the regulatory issues and concerns of Oregon's hunters unaddressed. 

Sincerely, 

Craig Starr 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject; 

. Riley Timmins <ri1ey_141@hotmail.com> 
Monday, June 4, 2018 7:02 AM 

odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Non-resident tag quotas ... 

Dear ODFW Big Game Commission, 

I recently read the press release for the Game regulation simplification strategy. I see that 

antelope and bear tags would be brought up to a 5% maximum cap, to match deer and elk. 

Since this is a great idea, and would require legislation to change, why not push for a higher 

percentage of tags for non-residents? 

Many other states are giving more tags to non-residents because they understand how much 

revenue they bring to their departments' budgets. ODFW needs to harness the revenue from 

non-residents that are just waiting to buy tags. I'd suggest a 10% cap at least. This would come 

closer to some of the other states in the west. 

On a separate note, Oregon should offer a hunting/fishing combo license for non-residents 

just as they do for residents and give them a slight break. I buy a hunting and fishing license 

every year. The hunting license is just so I can apply for tags. I've bought a license for the last 9 

seasons and have only hunted on it once. That's a lot of money just to apply for preference 

points. Also another reason to offer more non-resident tags. 

Thank you, 

Riley Timmins 

Woodland, Washington 

Sent from my iPhone 
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